Sixth Generation Gathering

Lowell Moose
To Treat Kids
On Halloween

All of the witches, ghouls, hobbits, etc., of the Low-
well area will be treated to a gigantic party on Halloween,
Thursday, October 31, by the Lowell Moose Lodge.

As stated, Pioneer Construction was the low bidder on
the project, in the amount of $4,000. It was felt
that it could be accomplished within the funds
by adjusting the project to suit the
owner's advantage.

The subject was released a short time
later to appear before the
Justice of the Peace.

The board also scheduled several alterations for the
Alco building project including installing glass dividers,
a master control system and
to make all necessary air conditioning equipment
completely functional.

If you would like to help, to assist, to succor, to show concern, has moved
towards a system of basic values-the opportunity
to help, to go along with some additional support so that Lowell
will indeed be provided with an overall framework
for the benefit of the United Fund and the
program important enough and finally voted to
approve the same.

1.15 CENTS A COPY

[Image of a page from a local newspaper with text about local events, meetings, and community news.]
Mineral Springs Hotel Gave Cascade A Luxury Touch

Mineral Springs Hotel, located in Cascade, has been a luxury retreat for many years. The hotel was established in 1837 and has been a favorite of visitors ever since. The hotel offered guests a chance to escape the rigors of daily life and enjoy the natural springs with their healing properties.

The hotel was designed by architect Peter Whitney and completed with tea and social hour. The normal order of business was rearranged to accommodate the featured speaker, Professor Floyd Dain, who with two grand nieces, is visiting from England. They were wed October 23 in the First United Methodist Church of Clinton Township. They were in the Alma Hospital. Mrs. Charles (Bessie) Clarke has been hospitalized in the Alton Bible Church. They were married October 9 by the Ledger Publishing Company, 105 N. Broadway.
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A CHRYSLER FURY. The new small Chrysler Cordoba, an intermediate-size car introduced last fall by Chrysler Motors Corporation, is ruled very well, also hot dogs, chili dogs, barbecues and baked beans, with as much variety as last year. The crowd is expected to be very large.

Two EGGS. MUFFINS, HASH BROWNS 89C

BLUEBERRY, REGULAR & APPLE PANCAKE SUPPER 99C

Children Under 3 - Free

JOHNNY CASH IN CONCERT

Johnny Cash will appear in concert at the Great Repub- lic Room, 3rd and Vine Streets, on Friday, October 23rd, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are priced at $5.00. Proceeds will benefit the Sparta Free Methodist Church.}

**NEW SMALL CHRYSLER FURY Sports Premium.**

Plymouth Fury Sportswoman will have a choice of the Full Wheelbase or Full Wheelbase Hardtop for 1975. The Fury Sport is a three-door hardtop with a choice of standard 260 cubic inch engine or the optional V-8 engine. The Fury Sport is available with automatic transmission. The full size Fury will be offered in the Special, Special body, and the Fury Sport will be available in the Sport and Sport body styles.

The New Mid-Size Cordoba

A new Chrysler Mid-size Cordoba, introduced at the 1973 Washington Auto Show, has been designed with today's fashion-conscious buyers in mind. The Cordoba is a mid-size car featuring formal styling for 1975. The Plymouth name replaces Satellite for the 1975 model year. A "Gran Fury" designation will be used.

The Plymouth Fury buyers will have a choice of two full size Gran Fury models. Standard-size Furys take on the "Gran" prefix to the 1975 model year. A new mid-size, two-door Plymouth Fury Sport will be offered in the 1975 model year. The Plymouth Fury Sport will be available in the Sport and Sport body styles.

The New Small Plymouth Fury and Fury Sport

The Chrysler Cordoba, Plymouth Fury, and Fury Sport models have been upgraded to a new generation of style and performance. The Plymouth Fury Sport and Fury Sport will have a choice of two full size Furys. A new mid-size, two-door Plymouth Fury Sport will be offered in the 1975 model year. The Plymouth Fury Sport will be available in the Sport and Sport body styles.

The Plymouth Fury and Fury Sport buyers will have a choice of two full size Furys. The Plymouth Fury Sport will be offered in the Sport and Sport body styles. The Plymouth Fury Sport will be available in the Sport and Sport body styles.
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The Plymouth Fury buyers will have a choice of two full size Gran Fury models. Standard-size Furys take on the "Gran" prefix to the 1975 model year. A new mid-size, two-door Plymouth Fury Sport will be offered in the 1975 model year. The Plymouth Fury Sport will be available in the Sport and Sport body styles.
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Miss Mable A. Watts
Services Held For
6 Lowell Ledger-Suburban Life, October 17, 1974

TO THE EDITOR,

A wife returns to the Valley Way. I read the book of life with keen interest for the new edition and to recapture the stories of the past.

The Valley has been a way to remember the past, and in the present, a way to reach the future. Today, it is a way to remember the past and to look forward to the future.

The Valley has always been a way to remember, and it is a way to look forward. Today, it is a way to remember and to look forward.

I am glad to help with this, but I am not sure, in today, to what extent.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

John H. Husar, 77
PASSES; SERVICES HELD

A Funeral Home

Calvin D. Miller, 20,
Posses Unexpectedly

To the Editor,

I received a call from the Valley Way. I read the book of life with keen interest for the new edition and to recapture the stories of the past.

The Valley has been a way to remember the past, and in the present, a way to reach the future. Today, it is a way to remember the past and to look forward to the future.

The Valley has always been a way to remember, and it is a way to look forward. Today, it is a way to remember and to look forward.

I am glad to help with this, but I am not sure, in today, to what extent.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.
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I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.

The Valley has always been a way to help, and today, it is a way to help.

I am glad to help.
Playing For JC

In Cross - Country
Arrows Defeat Cedar 21-35

Lowell Freshman Stop Fremont
For League Lead

Thornapple Valley Youth Football
League Standings

Tractor Safety Program Offered

Halloween Party Specials

Pheasant Season Opens October 21

Get America's No. 1 selling small car
in the first place.
Zeeland Dominates O-K White League

Daughter Piper, Mike Teate, Ramsey Martin

Forest Hills Central

Hunting Program

Shoot Insulators

Enthusiasm Plus...

Indian Summer

Time Coming

One Today... Call 897-9261

CITIZENS CAN PARTICIPATE IN SCHOOL BUDGET PLANNING

There is TRUTH to the rumour

THE LOWELL LEDGER-SUBURBAN LIFE

IS FOR SALE

Week by Week

Inch by Inch

There’s no time like today &

about your future. Life insurance protection for the future. Can it be as

as flexibly as you want. It will never cost less than it does today. Let’s talk about it.

Send your message to Silent Observer

Hunters report an abundance of deer in the

night crawlers, spawn bags or a variety of spoons and

made. Hunters report an abundance of deer in the

Indian Summer, Zeeland Dominates, Hunting Program

...With Above the Floor
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Area People Participate in Construction Workshop

Nearly 300 were registered for the Michigan Construction Code Workshop held at Central Michigan University Saturday, September 28. The workshop was sponsored by CMU's Center for Study and Research in Public Administration and Local Government and the Construction Code Commission.

Participating in the construction workshop were Mecosta County Building Inspector for Home Township and Bateston, inspector for the City of Lowell.

The day-long workshop was arranged through cooperation with the Michigan Department of Labor and the Michigan Construction Code Commission.

The program provided a setting for answering questions about the role of idea, county and local government in construction code enforcement. The idea enforcement presentations are given by George E. Decker, chief, Building Division, Construction Code Commission, John Maciel, acting chairman, S.A. 8.

Wendy Stinchcomb To Speak On Netherlands

Wendy Stinchcomb, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Stinchcomb, will present a display of items owned by Lowell's foreign exchange students, Monday, October 8, from 8 to 9 p.m. at the high school. Miss Stinchcomb, a Lowell High School senior, was a member of a 1973 trip to the Netherlands.

Dutch family. She will show colored slides and speak on the differences she found living abroad.

In Ada ...

...In Saranac...

Visits his "neighborhood shop"...